Meet the Wellness Robot... and Learn How This Technology Can Enhance Wellness

Ramesh Caussy, PhD, CEO & Founder, Partnering Robotics, France
Living Life well with Diya One!
Increase perception of the “invisible”

But…with Simple data visualization
« We explore the universe and Mars but we don't even know what is happening in our indoor environments on a daily basis! »
Outdoor environments

Indoor environments

People Well-Being
- Physical
- Mental
- Social
Need for a localized approach: air stratum & context dynamics
A need to Explore new Possibilities
DIYA ONE X
The Well-Being Robot
5K - 10K sqft
DIYA ONE X measures 7/7
Live Data

Welcome to Partnering Robotics

VOCs 1,811 part./L

outdoor air quality
Madrid 11:14am

Partnering Robotics

21°C
Awareness & Interaction
ROE & ROI

$1

$3

$1

*Harvard Business School, 2012
« My robot takes care of the well-being of people not their place! »
Living well with Diya one X and robots!
Four-goal salvo sees Town take Vale derby honours

Sorrow as Hank Rovis Mill is closed for good

Relief as storm passes by

Caring for Your Lowest Sect

Dusk Thanks to Wednesday's Rising Branch
Thanks for your attention